
WHAT DOES THE POLICY WORKING GROUP DO?

The PWG prepares four kinds of policy statements for the Board of Directors’ approval:

1. Concise policy statements including a short lists of key objectives

The intention of these is to provide all Animal Justice Party (AJP) Candidates and Members

with short summary information about AJP policy goals and directions. There is rarely any

kind of discussion or justification in these policy statements. They are intended to

say what we want, not why, or how. These policy statements are on the national website.

2. Policy information sheets

These are 1-2 page documents justifying a policy. They are intended to be read both by the

general public as well as Members. They explain the why and some of the how. These policy

sheets are also on the national website. The writing of these sheets is ongoing; we have

many more policies than we have information sheets.

3. Position statements on human issues

These do not affect the animal or natural world, but are of such a social magnitude or political

importance that every political party simply must have a documented position. Positions

should flow naturally from our four Core Values (Kindness, Equality, Rationality &

Non-Violence) and are not to be the focus for campaigns.

4. Campaign Commitments

The PWG welcomes the opportunity to review election campaign commitments developed

by State Committees and Regional Groups. Election commitments are the answer to the

question “what exactly will the AJP do if it wins a seat at this next election?”, and should

include specific goals that move us closer to achieving existing national policy objectives.

These detail the how. Ultimately, the Board of Directors is the approving authority for

proposed commitments. To discuss election campaign commitments, please email

policy@animaljusticeparty.org.

https://www.animaljusticeparty.org/our_policies
mailto:policy@animaljusticeparty.org


HOW CAN I JOIN THE POLICY WORKING GROUP?

To apply, please submit a draft policy (policy and key objectives only, not a detailed fact sheet) and a

draft position-statement to policy@animaljusticeparty.org. Please include a short statement in

response to the criteria below and what you’d like to achieve while in the PWG.

The following are the criteria for suitability and eligibility:

● A Member of the Animal Justice Party and committed to the mission and values of the Party;

● Respectful and collegial; able to have robust conversation and be comfortable with having

your ideas challenged;

● A passion for research; and

● Writing skills.

Desirable experience includes:

● Experience in academia or experience with policy development in one of the following fields:

○ Economics

○ Health

○ Animal Behaviour

○ Animal welfare

○ Ecology

○ Biology

○ Law

○ Social Sciences

○ Others

● Available for weekly Monday night meetings via Zoom.
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